AGM Club Delegate Report Template ‐ AWRSC
Topic
Club Introduction

Comments
AWRSC are now in their 10th year skating out of the Trusts Arena.
We have added Jam Skating & Inline Freestyle this year as part of
our future planning. This is the first year under new leadership as
president Deb Collis stepped down at the last AGM.

How did your club respond to the Covid
lockdowns?

We ran a photo promotion of lockdown skating shots &
introduced our committee with profiles on Facebook to keep
some content over the period. We were providing Facebook &
email updates on when we were able to re‐offer skating and
were able to re‐start classes once we were at level 2 with
gatherings of 100.
We applied for the SportNZ funding and The Trusts West Support
fund which will help us keep costs low for our skaters.
Leanne participated in the Sport Waitakere Club Leaders Chats
held fortnightly via Zoom.

What has been the response coming out of We were receiving enquiries about skating while we were in
Covid?
lockdown and combined with the increased club promotion on
social media we saw new people every week from when we
restarted in June.
Our classes skaters were super keen to come back, but Covid has
contributed to some of our club skaters not returning.
What are your numbers of skaters (club,
classes & recreational as applicable)? You
may specify by discipline if desired.

We have 166 registered classes skaters, including 44 adults.
We have an additional 16 skaters in our Jam classes and 10 in the
inline freestyle.
Our 48 club members, include skaters, coaches & associates.

Have you seen any growth?

We had seen growth in both our kids and adults’ classes between
the first & second lockdown, but are yet to be able to offer our
Learn to Skate classes as we can’t operate at Covid Level 2.5.
While we have not yet been able to start back we are still
receiving enquiries about all our classes.
We have seen a drop in club skaters, but are hoping a new
precision team will top up the numbers that have dropped out.

Any further comments you’d like to make?
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How did your club respond to the Covid
lockdowns?

Comments
We are a small club in the Top of the South Region. We offer
speed skating, artistic, and learn to skate classes. We also open
for public sessions and have a disco once a month.
We have recently been approached by someone wanting to start
roller hockey back up in Blenheim. At this stage they are hoping
to start with a senior team and take it from there. To date they
have only run a few sessions.

As we initially went into level 2 we decided to carry on running
public sessions as we weren’t going to exceed government
guidelines surrounding mass gatherings. However, club members
were given the option to opt out of running sessions as many of
them live or work with people in high risk categories.
During level 4 lockdown we had very little communication with
club members.
As we moved to level 3, trainings resumed for competitive
skaters only. We also split our training sessions so that different
groups trained over different nights. Groups were limited to 10
and parents were encouraged to drop kids off and return to
collect kids at the end of training.
As we returned to level 2, public sessions and learn to skate
resumed.
We have the QR code available for the NZ Covid Tracer app,
manual sign in for those who don’t have the app and hand
sanitizer available.
We have had a good turnout at all sessions/learn to skate classes
since we came out of lockdown.
What has been the response coming out of Very good. Almost all club members have returned post
Covid?
lockdown. Public session numbers have increased significantly.
Learn to skate numbers are also up.
What are your numbers of skaters (club,
Speed = 11 skaters on speed skates at regular training
classes & recreational as applicable)? You
Artistic = 10 skaters at regular training
may specify by discipline if desired.
Public sessions and discos getting 30 + skaters regularly. This is
Have you seen any growth?
an increase as pre lockdown we were getting up to 10 skaters per
session.
Any further comments you’d like to make? Skating in Blenheim is trending positively at the moment,
especially at public sessions and disco’s.
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What have been your activities this year?
(competitions, sessions, classes, Kiwi Skate
Day etc)

How well have they been going?

Comments
CARSC We have had advice that our lease will not be renewed
due to redevelopment of the adjoining land. This was a school
that has been replaced in a residential area with the school land
going to Ngai Tahu for development.
Very few activities this year due to many factors:
Covid ‐19 has and still is the main barrier to normal operation

We are looking to reset our base within the residential area of
Rolleston as we have exhausted our stay in Sockburn

What have been some successes or things
learnt from them?
What are your numbers of skaters (club,
classes & recreational as applicable)? You
may specify by discipline if desired.

No classes at the moment and have been struggling to retain
Attendance due to Covid‐19

Has there been growth?

No growth – difficult to maintain numbers
Changes from residential to industrial

Can you identify the reasons for growth or
decline?

Area has become too commercial and the housing has shifted the
population to newer areas,

How many Oceania / World
Representatives do you have?

One

How do you encourage your Senior Skaters
to keep involved?
(Coaching, judging, refereeing, mentoring
etc)

None at present although we do have 2 Speed Skaters who now
officiate.
Not always easy for young past speed skaters to transition to
officials as they struggle for inclusion often due to age.

Do you have ways of recruiting volunteers
that have been successful?

Not at the present

What challenges does your club face?

Who are your Life Members? How have
they been involved in your club this year?

Covid‐19
Shifting of the adjacent school due to low numbers of children.
Outdoor
Plans are in motion to shift to Rolleston that has a high
population of children, big growth and incomes that can afford to
participate in sport. Two large indoor stadiums and council
support
Current Life Member is:
Allan Colville

Any further comments you’d like to make?

Work in progress to redevelop the club in a new environment

Are there any opportunities your club
could take up?
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Comments
The hastings skating Club has maintained its numbers and since
Covid and our facilities opening up again our beginning numbers
have grown and there is continuous interest in skating. Adults
are getting in touch re adult fitness classes. There is finally some
interest in speed skating as well.
How did your club respond to the Covid
Coaches kept regular contact with their skaters as did the Club.
lockdowns?
Many of our competitive skaters took part in online off skate
sessions. These sessions were thoroughly enjoyed by those
participating.
What has been the response coming out of We have lost 2 competitive skaters and have a huge increase in
Covid?
interest from beginning skaters.
Skaters have been keen to attend skating seminars being held.
What are your numbers of skaters (club,
We have approximately 30 skaters taking part in Club / Learn to
classes & recreational as applicable)? You
skate sessions. Ages range from 3 to 40.
may specify by discipline if desired.
There has been an increase in numbers of beginning skaters
joining up as club members, and some new ones with the
Have you seen any growth?
Federation.
We are now seeing old Club member’s children coming to skate
and really enjoying it. There are also more mums and daughters
skating.
Any further comments you’d like to make? The Club is vibrant with numbers growing, and many of our new
skaters competing in their first competition and taking part in
medal tests, this year.
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HAWERA
How did your club respond to the Covid
lockdowns?

Comments
It’s been a tough year but I guess we are no different to other
clubs, Hub floor resurfaced, Hub roof repairs and the virus has
made this a really short season.
Shut out of “The Hub” so we all had a huge rest from skating.

What has been the response coming out of The club life is back is operating as normal
Covid?
What are your numbers of skaters (club,
classes & recreational as applicable)? You
may specify by discipline if desired.

7 Federation skaters, tots to cadet.
5 Beginner skaters.

Have you seen any growth?

We have seen no growth but another 3 persons have shown an
interest in coming to our club nights.
We are all looking forward to the coming season and getting back
into competitive skating and back to the official part of skating.

Any further comments you’d like to make?
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Comments
Kapiti Speed Skating Club

How did your club respond to the Covid
lockdowns?

n/a
Skaters presently overseas

What has been the response coming out of
Covid?
n/a
What are your numbers of skaters (club,
classes & recreational as applicable)? You
may specify by discipline if desired.
Have you seen any growth?
Any further comments you’d like to make?

Three Club Skaters
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Comments
We have a new executive. President Clare McIlhatton. Vice
president Hollie Patete. Secretary Trudie Woolley. Treasurer
Heike Wilson. Our committee is half speed and half artistic.
How did your club respond to the Covid Everything was stopped at level 4. All facilities were closed
lockdowns?
No trainings although skaters were utilising social media to
watch and look at training videos to use at home and to train
via facebook live. Speed squad ran a few challenges and
competitions amongst themselves eg how low can you
stay?
Level 3 facilities were closed.
Level 2 club trainings were started. Contact tracing done.
Level 1 all open for business. Discos at capacity and
increased demand for LTS classes
What has been the response coming
-changes in club practices eg hireage of hall increases, jo
out of Covid?
descriptions, amendments to policies contact tracing, future
proofing, new committee,
-increased demand for our sport from public
-better awareness of safety and hygiene practices
-better club communication with members and public
-revenue stream hit
What are your numbers of skaters
Club classes:
(club, classes & recreational as
Speed-2½ hours indoor/2 ½ outdoor (weather dependent)
applicable)? You may specify by
7-12 skaters
discipline if desired.
Art:5-7 hours a week with 6-9 skaters
Learn to skate
Have you seen any growth?
Adult: 2020 term 3:30+
Art: 2019 term 3:35 2020 term 3: 40
Speed: 2019 term 3: 7 2020 term 3: 20
Disco numbers have increased a lot since covid lockdowns
to the point we have run out of hire skates at popular sizes
Any further comments you’d like to
make?

-wondering how we can increase our revenue stream if we
stay in level 2 with public activities eg disco, party bookings
and LTS clases
-lack of competitions for our skaters
-would like ideas/information on how other clubs have
managed and share their challenges and ideas.
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Comments

Club Introduction

Mt Wellington Roller Sports Club operates at Skateland in Mt
Wellington, Auckland, and the club includes MtW Artistic,
Speed, and Panthers Inline Hockey.

How did your club respond to the Covid
lockdowns?

Our Covid response has been very good. Once groups of 10 were
allowed, the MtWellington Club Trustees were very generous and
opened up the rink bookings for club trainings only (no public
bookings) so that club members could have the opportunity to
train. We have been very lucky because many other team sports
have not been able to train.
It has been important to keep our skaters engaged through online
training videos during lockdown, and then with our small group
sessions.
Financially, we focused on supporting our skaters so that we could
maintain our membership and that financial issues would not be a
reason to give up our sport. The Trustees have very kindly
removed club rink hire for 6 months, and the Club has paid the
Federation fees for our skaters.

What has been the response coming out of We are grateful to the Trustees for allowing us to use the rink.
Covid?
Our skaters have managed to keep up with a reasonable amount
of training, although hockey games have been challenging.
Unfortunately with so many competition cancellations, it has
been difficult to maintain motivation, however Artistic is looking
forward to the upcoming Area champs.
Hockey players have been hit with the biggest financial issue, as
their Oceania uniforms etc had already been ordered.
Skating in general has picked up in worldwide popularity over
lockdown as it was one of the few sports that was able to operate
in some capacity, and availability of recreational roller skates has
increased. Our Learn to Skate classes and public sessions have
dramatically increased in numbers as new casual skaters are keen
to learn. We are considering how to incorporate casual skaters
into our club format, as this is now a giant new category of skaters
that we should be taking care of.

What are your numbers of skaters (club,
classes & recreational as applicable)? You
may specify by discipline if desired.
Have you seen any growth?

Any further comments you’d like to make?

Club numbers:
Learn to Play Hockey:
Learn to Skate:
Public sessions (these are not club activities, but have been
growing rapidly during Level 1)

We look forward to more competitive skating opportunities with
our fellow clubs!
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Comments
The Nelson Club is proud to still maintain its own venue. This has
been very important through Covid. We have four codes involved
with our facility Inline Hockey, Roller Derby, Speed and Artistic.
We are also open to the public every weekend for 3 public
sessions as well private bookings for large groups.
How did your club respond to the Covid
We are happy to say that we only had to close completely for the
lockdowns?
4 weeks of level 4 lockdown. During level 3 we are only open to
our members, code training sessions and maintenance, In level 2
we increase that to being open to private bookings such as
birthday parties ect during our public session times. We are only
fully open to the public under level 1. We have used the
lockdown to upgrade and improve our facility for our members
and for our public.
What has been the response coming out of We have found a positive response from our public when open
Covid?
under level one and have been very busy, And those booking
privately under level 2 have been very thankful. Our learn to
skate programmes over term 3 had doubled.
What are your numbers of skaters (club,
Total Current Nelson Club Members are Including Skaters,
classes & recreational as applicable)? You
coaches and officials.
may specify by discipline if desired.
Inline Hockey ‐ 44
Roller Derby ‐ 22
Have you seen any growth?
Speed ‐ 28
Artistic ‐ 8
We have lost a few members this year but not meny. We expect
to see this grow again as covid settles down around the country
Any further comments you’d like to make?

New Plymouth Club Report (Sept 2020)
Topic
Club Introduction

How did your club respond
to the Covid lockdowns?

What has been the
response coming out of
Covid?

What are your numbers of
skaters (club, classes &
recreational as applicable)?
You may specify by
discipline if desired.
Have you seen any growth?
Any further comments
you’d like to make?

Comments
The New Plymouth Roller Sports club cater to Figures, Derby, Rink and Inline,
utilising a twin rink facility owned by the club. We have representation across
all codes on our main executive and a good number of experienced volunteers
operating the club.
We as a club took our initiatives from Sport NZ and Sport Taranaki backed up by
Civil Defence and Skate NZ and following the “go early-go hard” stand to ensure
safety of all members and public users. We cancelled public and club access to
the rink early and submitted our safety response to Sport Taranaki for sign off.
Initially we used IDME for contact tracing once we opened for training only, but
then moved to the govt QR code app as it was developed and updated.
We only recommenced public access in Level one, then cancelled again when
moved to Level 2. We are about to recommence again. There have been some
annoyed members and public due to the closure, however the club stood firm
determining safety as a critical aspect.
The club have lost a significant income towards operating and maintenance
costs with the shutdowns as sessions are our highest income earner.
We have been fortunate to receive PPE funding twice and Resilience along with
KiwiSport funding but these amounts do not cover the loss overall.
Moving to zoom meetings and keeping in touch with committee, members and
regional RST has been a new development. The online platforms for
communication open a whole new world of possibilities for development,
coaching, crossing borders and sharing with others around the country and
overseas.
Club members were in the main very supportive of the procedures put in place,
Sport NZ funding has been accessed but as a non-profit and not employing staff,
the amounts available have been at the lower end of the scale.
There have been some members of the public annoyed at not being able to
attend sessions. However, the upside has been a huge increase when we have
been able to open to the public.
In general, we have seen support from members, subs being paid and no drop
off in membership. This appears to be across codes.
I believe we have seen a resurgence in skating, the focus now is to get public
skaters interested in taking their interest to the next level and join the club.
Val Bedford has resigned from the main committee after many many years of
service. This was recognised with a presentation made to her along with a
“special” president’s pin. Val continues to be involved with Figures.
Inline was to host NZ Nationals, we were advised very late that the event was
cancelled, and we will host in 2021. NZ Secondary schools – also cancelled,
moved to May 2021 and in NP. Rink Hocky Nationals will take place in October
2020.
International events are on hold, a few disappointed NP skaters were unable to
compete at this level in 2020.
There are concerns about how this will impact further over the coming months.
There appears to be no end in sight yet to the pandemic overseas, we are
protected somewhat in NZ but still need to be cautious.
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Club Introduction

Comments
we operate in an Auckland council facility.
we only have group lessons, except when creating new routines.
Since term 3 the Learn to skate classes are run by the club (they
used to be run by ActivZone)
How did your club respond to the Covid
We charge per term in‐advance so we had to credit the classes
lockdowns?
missed due Covid.
Applied successfully for funding twice.
What has been the response coming out of People were nervous to go back under level 2 and many chose to
Covid?
come back in term 3. We had more numbers than ever once we
did fully open in term 3.
What are your numbers of skaters (club,
classes & recreational as applicable)? You
may specify by discipline if desired.
Have you seen any growth?
Any further comments you’d like to make?

6 classes per week ‐ including 2 learn to skate classes.
3 senior coaches and 4 junior coaches.
Yes we’ve seen a huge growth as we have taken over the learn to
skate programme from ActivZone and every class is now run
under the club.
While in Level 2.5, we had to cancel our LTS classes due to
number restrictions. We managed to keep going with the other
classes following the council protocol.
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Comments
Rollerland Report 2020
Rollerland Rollersports is our Christchurch Artistic skating
club.
Rollerland has a total of 3 skaters and hall hire costs,
availability and halls that allow skates remains a major issue
for the club. Our hall hire costs have doubled this year and
with only three skaters between covering hall hire and
coaching costs the cost is prohibitive to attracting new
skaters.
All three skaters attended Nationals 2019 and competed in
dance events. Rollerland received 3 medals, 2 golds and a
bronze in Compulsory solo dance and free dance.
Rollerland had 3 skaters attend medal tests in Nelson in
2019 and had 2 passes in medal test 3 and 3 passes in
medal test 4.

How did your club respond to
the Covid lockdowns?

What has been the response
coming out of Covid?
What are your numbers of
skaters (club, classes &
recreational as applicable)?
You may specify by discipline
if desired.
Have you seen any growth?
Any further comments you’d
like to make?

Areas was held in Christchurch in 2019 and the Rollerland
skaters all achieved medals.
Our club skating stopped over the lockdown period.
When we got to Level 2 we were able to recommence
skating with strict Covid related guidelines in place.
We remain with 3 skaters and we continue with Covid
precautions.
We have a total of 3 skaters and they all do dance ‐ one is
Senior, one is Cadet and one is Espoir.
We have had no skater growth.
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Club Introduc-on

Rotorua Rollerska9ng Club Inc

How did your club respond to the Covid
lockdowns?

Good, our coach ran zoom lessons.

What has been the response coming out
of Covid?

Good, we have had to change a few things but everyone has
adjusted.

What are your numbers of skaters (club,
classes & recrea-onal as applicable)?
You may specify by discipline if desired.

23 Competition Skaters
44 learn to Skate skaters - Classes are full, till the end of
2020.
8 skaters completing development squad, of this at least 5
will take up competition skaters in 2021.
5 trainee coaches who have complete 18 months of training,
4 have also become accredited.
15 Active committee members
4 Quartet groups - competitive
2 small show groups - competitive
1 precision group - competitive
12 small / large show groups - non competition, show events
only
1 precision group - non competitive show events only
1 Lead coach - Free skating, Figures, free dance, quartets,
show groups
1 Lead Coach - Dance compulsory, figures, Precision

Have you seen any growth?

Any further comments you’d like to
make?
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How did your club respond to the Covid
lockdowns?

Comments
South Canterbury Roller Sports Club inc. is a speed club based in
Timaru. We have 3 groups of Skaters training on a regular basis,
being the new starters ‐ up to about 12 years, 12yrs to Senior and
then Masters. Our clubrooms and banked track are a fantastic
facility and owned by the club. From here we hold public learn to
skate sessions weekly, as well as holiday sessions, discos and
private hires. Coaches are Bill Begg, Cheryl Begg, Alan O’Connor
& Chrissie Clarke.
Level 4 our facilities were obviously out of bounds. We formed
messenger groups to keep all the families connected with the
club based on their coaching groups. The younger ones were set
small challenges every few days to help keep up the engagement.
I.e. show your best cart wheel, or build a lego boat. The older
ones were already in touch via social media anyway but the
adults kept each other sane.
It was really hard for our worlds team members – the unknown
of when and if the worlds were happening so they worked hard
to keep fitness up, some were lucky to live near skateable
surfaces, so not so lucky.
Level 3 we allowed the world skaters to use the rink individually
but no one else.

Level 2 – a huge thank you needs to go out to our coaches who
did many extra hours coaching so that we could have 9 skaters
plus 1 coach sessions. So instead of coaching for 2 hours on a day
they were out coaching for up to 4 hours.
What has been the response coming out of We started public sessions back up at level 1 – we added that 1
Covid?
adult could skate for free with a paying child admission. We have
had a very busy School holidays and public sessions right through
until we hit level 2 again and closed to the public.
What are your numbers of skaters (club,
We have seen a decline in the senior skaters with a few dropping
classes & recreational as applicable)? You
out to go to university however we have had more new young
may specify by discipline if desired.
ones joining that old ones leaving. So we have seen relatively
stable total membership.
Have you seen any growth?
Recreational Skaters – Social members/ non competitive speed
training ‐ 10
Speed Skaters ‐ 52
Any further comments you’d like to make? Obviously its been a challenging year for everyone, we are
fortunate in that we are financially in a good position and
currently with only being at level 2 not 3.
It is important that we try to keep up the local and national
competitions as much as possible so that our skaters don’t lose
the racing experience and to keep having things to aim for. We
have been able to run the Southern Marathon Series and
generally getting a turn out of 20 ish skaters, mainly club
members plus 1 or 2 from other clubs. We are supporting and
encouraging our members to attend other clubs competitions ie.
The River City Tour and anything that Nelson or Blenheim put on.
We are working on training parents to be officials with 1 very well

attended training session already been held and parents keen to
have another one and gain more experience.
Our coaching team is currently identifying people with the right
personalities to train to be coaches, as well as digitalising a lot of
the technical knowledge that is currently all paper based.

AGM Club Delegate Report Skatescool Tauranga Club
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Introduction

Comments
Our Skatescool Tauranga Club was newly formed in
February 2019 after growing alongside the Skatescool Rink
over the last 5 years, and has grown over the last year even
though we have not been able to attend anything since the
North Shore Cup in October.

How did your club
respond to the Covid
lockdowns?
What has been the
response coming out
of Covid?
Any further
comments you’d like
to make?
Skating Numbers and
Growth
What are your
numbers of skaters

We ran off skate classes during lockdown, kept engaged with
our community and skaters.

Skaters / Senior
Skaters involvement
(Coaching, judging,
mentoring etc)

Kazna Bedford is the Coach in our Club and she is training
the Skaters for competitions with the help of visiting
coaches. Lisa Garrud travels from Auckland to Coach our
Precision Team and Dance. We also now have Sarah Butler
coming to coach our skaters in Freestyle and Figures which
is very exciting.
We try to take every opportunity to utilise other NZ coaches
and all the skating opportunities on offer ie workshops with
Macarena, Development Squads etc so we have a strong
foundation of skills.
We have a strong supportive group of parents as well and an
exceptional team spirit and sense of belonging and
ownership in our Rink and Club by all the Members.
Skatescool Tauranga Club does not run their own discos, but
the Competitive Club Skaters are all involved in the public
discos that are run at the Skatescool Rink 4 times a week
with an attendance of 40-100 people at each one. The Rink
also hosts birthday parties and holiday programmes which
exposes a large number of people to roller skating in
Tauranga.
We are regularly in the paper for our skating achievements
and with Skatescool’s bright purple van, classes, holiday
programmes, birthday parties and discos we have a great
skating presence around town. We have a great relationship

Public Sessions

Community
Involvement

Very eager to get back into full swing and compete again.
We have seen a huge intake of new recreational skaters
flowing through the discos since lockdown. With many
buying their first pair of skates and giving skating a go.
We are a very fast growing Club. We now have 33
competitive skaters. We have around 160 students coming
for classes through the Skatescool Rink on a weekly basis,
from which we acertain those wishing to compete.

with the Roller Derby teams in Tauranga. They attended our
National Skate Day celebrations and did demonstrations to
the public along with our freestyle skaters which were well
received.
These holidays we are running a pop up rink at the local mall
for 2 weeks which will allow 1400 people to come and give
skating a go for free, which we are very excited about.
Life Members

N/A
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How did your club respond to the Covid
lockdowns?

Comments
Tauranga Roller Skating Club.
We have around 35 members including skaters and non‐skaters
(parents and care givers).
We have 2 members coaches currently (Jenny Bailey and
Michelle Webb), and we bring over a coaches from other clubs
for assistance with certain disciplines.
The aim of the club is to promote artistic roller skating and
skating in general.
Our members were fortunate enough to skate at Laurie Hastie
just before lockdown. They were glad to have had at least one
event to have competed in for 2020 so far.
Many of our members had intended to skate at the Northern
Areas and then hopefully at Nationals but these did not happen
for obvious reasons.

During the level 3 & 4 lockdown no activities took place, although
many skaters implemented routines at home to keep fit.
What has been the response coming out of During Level 2 and 1 skating practices have resumed.
Covid?
While there are have been no competitions entered to date, our
skaters have been working on their routines and progression
through the levels in preparation for when competitions resume.
We have also been able to hold disco events during level 1 & 2
for fundraising and club promotions.
What are your numbers of skaters (club,
classes & recreational as applicable)? You
may specify by discipline if desired.

Members who participate in Dance, Figures, Free style and Free
Dance:
Recreational / Entry Level : 19

Have you seen any growth?

The club has seen a significant increase in recreational/entry level
skaters (19 this year), with many younger, but also adult skaters
too.
We recently held patch tests for these new members, 38 patches
were earned across 13 new skaters.
We have appointed a new coach (Jenny Bailey) for these new
members, and are currently working towards getting 2 other
younger experienced skaters their coaching accreditation.
After members of the previous team resigned, we have recently
elected a new President and Treasurer, but our previous
members who held these roles are staying on in our committee –
we are grateful for their ongoing support while the new team get
up to speed.
We are very excited about the growth in new members, and look
forward to seeing them progress. It has also exciting to see some
of our younger members take up responsibilities in the club.

Any further comments you’d like to make?
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Comments
Upper Hutt Roller Skating Club was formed in 1982 and over the
years has grown. Our skaters range in age from 5 to 70. As well
as catering to a wide range of age groups.
The club operates its own rink, providing learn to skate classes,
and facilities for private coaching. We also hire out the rink for
private bookings that range from birthday parties to holiday
programmes and community based groups that support local
youth. Our facilities are also used by an inline hockey club, roller
derby team and roller hockey team.
How did your club respond to the Covid
UHRSC followed the guidelines provided via Sport New Zealand.
lockdowns?
Discos were cancelled as were patch classes. As the Covid levels
reduced, we worked on ways to return to the rink while keeping
in mind all restrtictsions. This included running small groups for
our learn to skate classes and asking parents to wait in cars.
More recently we closed our public sessions and instead booked
tables which gave us the ability to create an income while
keeping everyone safe.
QR codes, a sign in book and sanitiser are all available.
What has been the response coming out of People have been very keen to return to the rink with some good
Covid?
numbers coming in through our public sessions currently, as well
as steady numbers attending patch on a weekly basis.
What are your numbers of skaters (club,
Full Card 34
classes & recreational as applicable)? You
Part Card 6
may specify by discipline if desired.
Patch
52
Have you seen any growth?

Junior members 60
Senior members 7
Family memberships 20
Social members 18
Associate members 3
Our patch/learn to skate classes are very well attended at the
moment and our private coaches are very busy with their own
skaters.

Any further comments you’d like to make?
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Comments
We are a small club, with keen skaters and parents. We run a
learn to skate programme along side our main session and this is
attracting new skaters that attend regularly.

How did your club respond to the Covid
lockdowns?

We stopped training in groups and encouraged our skaters to
keep up off skate training, going for walks or runs close to their
house, and if there was a empty car park nearby to use that for
skating training with in their bubble.
Due to it being our light season, impact was not huge.
We started training together at Level 2.

What has been the response coming out
of Covid?

Keen for people to get together and start training again.

What are your numbers of skaters (club,
classes & recreational as applicable)? You
may specify by discipline if desired.

We have 6 registered speed skaters, 4 went to nationals and 1 of
them went to Oceania’s 2019 and Worlds 2019.
We also had 6 learn to skate skaters regularly attending throughout the year.

Have you seen any growth?
Any further comments you’d like to
make?

As a club we are in a good place, we are growing with our learn
to skate programme and this coming year we are looking at some
of them going on to Speed skates and attending competitions.

AGM Club Delegate Report Template – Wanganui 2020
Topic
Club Introduction

How did your club respond to the Covid
lockdowns?

Comments
Club Report from Wanganui for 2020 AGM. We are the Wanganui
Roller Sports Incorporated. We have 3 Sections, Speed, Artistic
and Roller Hockey. We also run a Skating Rink.
Level 1 – As normal with QR Code and Hand Sanitiser only.
Level 2 _ Rink was shut to all sessions. Recently decided we could
safely open for private sessions too. Training allowed to happen
with Club Committee approval and measures in place like contact
tracing, hand sanitiser, cleaning. Training to focus on more
individual exercises, this is easier for Artistic, not so bad for
Speed but harder for Roller hockey.
Level 3 – Rink closed. Training had stricter rules, especially with
group limits at 10. Training resumed with smaller groups and
individual exercises the focus.
Level 4 – Both Rink and training unable to occur in Level 4.

What has been the response coming out of Our Rink got very busy, biggest sessions were run in many a year.
Covid?
People wanting to get out after restrictions. We were gaining in
popularity and memberships prior to latest level 2. Training
largely unaffected in Level 2.
What are your numbers of skaters (club,
Numbers below based on Club Membership, not federations as at
classes & recreational as applicable)? You
16/09/2020.
may specify by discipline if desired.
Artistic – 32 - Numbers down a bit from last year.
Roller Hockey – 55 – Numbers up from last year.
Speed – 63 – Numbers similar to last year, maybe slightly up.
Have you seen any growth?
Recreational – 15 – Numbers down. Lockdown partly to blame as
new memberships normally issued when we were closed. Picked
up prior to latest Level 2. Haven’t been actively seeking
Recreational Memberships.
Any further comments you’d like to make? No comments from the Wanganui Committee.

AGM Club Delegate Report – Hamilton Roller Skating Club
Topic
Club Introduction

Comments
Hamilton Roller Skating Club (HRSC) has been in continuous
operation for close to 40 years. As part of our facilities we own an
international sized banked track and a large concrete rink which
is secure, partially enclosed and undercover. We also have a
small clubroom and skate room where we hire out several
hundred pairs of hire skates.
Since the last AGM we have the same president (Tanz Podjursky)
and vice president (Sarah Barlow). Our currant secretary Donna
Cunniffe sadly stepped down after an amazing year with her and
we now have had Helen Hughes kindly take up the role of
Secretary. Our committee has got slightly smaller with a couple
of members standing down at our last meeting.
How did your club respond to the Covid
We kept in contact with coaches, the Trust and skaters through
lockdowns?
messenger groups that we set up and zoom meetings. Coaches
encouraged skaters to practice what they could off skates and
kept in contact weekly with skaters and themselves. We also
encouraged all skaters to do a dress up run with skates on as if
they were competing at Nationals or a fun photo and posted
their photo to the group on messenger.
What has been the response coming out of We re‐entered the rink for private coaching at Level 2 with all the
Covid?
precautions provided and set up – sanitizer, contact tracing, safe
distancing and limited numbers. Learn to skate and any public
sessions had to be postponed until Level 1 as we still attracted
over 100 people to these sessions. Which is a shame because we
are starting to get many learner skaters wanting to move to
private group coaching, this is something that we will address as
soon as we move back into Level 1.
All monthly speed club events had to be postponed or cancelled
which provide opportunities for new skaters and skaters from
other clubs in the North Island to participate in.
Fortunately, in February, Speed hosted 2020 Banked Track
Nationals. The weather was good for this outdoor event and the
large number of skaters and officials enjoyed our track and club
facilities. We had a team of 15 skaters representing Hamilton, by
far our biggest team to date.
What are your numbers of skaters (club,
Currently the club still sits around 36 (23 representing the artistic
classes & recreational as applicable)? You
discipline and 14 representing speed)
may specify by discipline if desired.
We still have two skaters from Tokoroa train alongside of us and
await the return of the Tauranga skaters once we move back to
Have you seen any growth?
Level 1.
We currently have four coaches offering private coaching in the
disciplines of free style, figures and dance.
Speed is also coached and trains at the rink and bank track
throughout the week.
Unfortunately, there has only been little growth since our last
AGM. We have had new members join but have also lost
members due to changing sports, not returning after COVID and
we will be losing several more with school commitments at the
end of this year.
Any further comments you’d like to make? Because of the way our year has been with COVID, it has been a

bit disjointed and now we have a new norm, we have come out
the other end and still have quite a strong group of skaters
hanging in there. We all await a more safe and healthy year in
2021 and look forward to being able to attend competitions.

AGM Club Delegate Report Template
Topic
Club Introduction

How did your club respond to the Covid
lockdowns?

Comments
IHNZ

Issued all clubs with bulletins, alert levels, covid tracer apps,
information around grants etc and newsletters to ensure good
communicationflow
What has been the response coming out of Very mixed – disappointed in the lack of games and time away
Covid?
from the sport. Will lose players next year due to cancellation of
tournaments and international events
What are your numbers of skaters (club,
Numbers have stayed the same with majority of registrations
classes & recreational as applicable)? You
taken prior to lockdown. A lot of work is currently taking place to
may specify by discipline if desired.
re engage with players to ensure we maintain number s next
year.
Have you seen any growth?
Learn to Play feeder programs will become very important next
year for numbers.
Any further comments you’d like to make?

